Past Exhibitions

Acute Zonal Occult Outer: Selections Winter 2006
Fritz Welch, Elena Beelaerts, and Jovi Schnell
January 7 – February 11, 2006
Opening Reception: Friday, January 6, 6-8 pm

Fritz Welch with Elena Beelaerts and Jovi Schnell invited Rudolf Eb.er, Kim Jones, Alastair MacLennan, Ryoga Katsuma, Andre Stitt and Crank Sturgeon to create the installation Acute Zonal Occult Outer. This collaborative of emerging artists took over the Drawing Room with large-scale drawings that grew throughout the space and changed with performance and natural decay as the artists playfully explored the process of structures that become established and then deteriorate over time. Acute Zonal Occult Outer was organized by Fritz Welch and selected through the Viewing Program.
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